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editorial
At Last . . .

Nick Farley, Editor
The views and opinions expressed in
this magazine are solely the views
and opinions of the people who write
the articles, and those views and
opinions should never be taken as,
nor be presumed to be, the official
view of, nor views supported by, either
IAM RoadSmart or the KAMG.
Every article that appears in this
magazine has been written expressly
for this magazine and has not
appeared in any other print or
electronic medium before, and none
of the material in this magazine may
be reprinted elsewhere without the
express permission of the KAMG.
Everything is done to ensure the
correctness and accuracy of the
editorial content of the magazine,
but neither the editor nor the KAMG
accepts liability for information
errors, omissions or typesetting errors.
Riders is the place for every single
member, or associate member, of
KAMG to say what he/she thinks
about anything and everything
connected with riding and driving
and the KAMG. Every article
submitted will be published (provided
it is legal) and no opinions or views
will be changed or cut out. The
magazine is apolitical, but criticism
or praise of politicians of any political
colour is welcome if the criticism, or
praise, is about the politician’s actions
or views on road safety, roads or
some other aspect of transport.
Please submit articles for publication,
or letters to the editor, to the email
address of the editor (see page 30).
Please send pictures for publication as
separate file attachments to an email
if possible, rather than embedding
them in the email content, and ensure
that the pictures are of the highest
resolution possible. Please do not
send information or pictures via
Facebook.
MAGAZINE DESIGN AND LAYOUT
BY JOHN GARDINER
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… France is open and we can ride
on her beautiful traffic-free, smoothsurfaced roads again. Hurrah! Sadly,
however, before embarking for
France, I recently had to make a
journey from home, near Tenterden,
to Esher in Surrey and I decided to
ride the bike round the A25, rather
than drive the car round the M25.
Boy, what a mistake that was. What
a thoroughly miserable journey. I
wasn’t expecting it to be akin to
swooping through the Yorkshire dales
or bend swinging through deserted
parts of Scotland, but I wasn’t
expecting it to be so plain bloody
awful as it was. It wasn’t the traffic; I
was expecting that to be heavy. No,
it was simply the state of the roads. I
jumped, bumped and crashed from
one pit to the next for 70 miles each
way; I shuddered and juddered from
sunken manholes to the ridges of
badly patched road repairs, and while
trying to avoid the next pothole I was
all the time riding either side of the
endless ribbons of crumbling trench
edges that were ‘repaired’ decades
ago. I know that nothing is ever
going to be done about this, but it is
making riding in this corner of the
world very unattractive. I know too
that the indolent KCC will say that
they have to contend with all the
heavy lorries from Europe, but that
is rubbish; those lorries are on the
M2, M20, M26 and M25 and those
roads are the responsibility of the
Highways Agency, not the KCC.

calendar of events
Anyway, as I said, France is open
again, and that’s where I am now. You
may be able to hear me singing.

At Last II
I guess most of us at some time in
our lives have had to fiddle with
a carburettor even if it’s only on
a recalcitrant lawnmower rather
than on a Manx Norton. Some of
us still ride bikes with carburettors
(See page 14). We have probably
all talked knowingly about jet
sizes; we have pulled carbs apart
and blown through every one of
their many holes; we have cleaned
sludge from their float bowls; and
we have fiddled with their float
needles. Sometimes this has worked
and sometimes it hasn’t. And we all
‘know’ how a carb works, don’t we?
Well, no, we probably don’t. What
we do know with certainty is what a
carb does: it mixes the fuel with air
in way that makes it usable by the
business bits of the engine, but quite
how it does that is something that
hitherto we’ve had to take on trust
by believing static diagrams, which
actually explain nothing. Well, now
you don’t have to look at diagrams,
you can look inside a working carb
as it is actually doing its mixing
thing. Simply Google ‘transparent
carburettor’ and you will find on
YouTube ‘How does a carburettor
work’. It’s a fascinating film of a
working transparent carburettor shot
by a slow motion camera at 28,000(!)
frames per second. Don’t miss it.

SEPTEMBER
Mon 6th –
Fri 10th
Wed 8th
Sat 11th
Sat 18th
Sat 26th –
Sat Oct 2nd
Thurs 30th

Wales and Cotswold trip
Team South observer run
Machine Control Day – details page 29
IDCAM
North Coast 500 trip
Group Night

OCTOBER
Sun 3rd
Mon 11th
Sat 16th
Sat/Sun
23rd/24th

Group training and social run
Committee meeting
IDCAM
Norfolk and Suffolk trip

Thurs 28th
Sun 31st

Group Night
Training and social ride

NOVEMBER
Mon 8th

Committee meeting

Other Diary dates
Sunday Sept 12th
British Masters Grasstrack at Swingfield CT15 7HD
Sunday Sept 12th
The Romney Marsh Bike Jumble TN26 2JD
NB: There could be changes to the above dates after the
magazine has gone to press. Please check all KAMG Dates
on Tracker for the latest information.
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clean after
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Great attention to detail and Dom put so much effort in to get the best results, will
be recommending to every biker I know and won’t use anyone else now!” George

“Fantastic service. Would highly recommend. Dom took the challenge of cleaning
our Harleys after a very wet trip back from Scotland. They came up a treat!” Sarah L
“Fantastic service. Would highly recommend. Dom took the challenge of cleaning
our Harleys after a very wet trip back from Scotland. They came up a treat!” Sarah L
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Test Passes

A warm welcome to the
Group’s new members
and existing ones

Since the last edition

Adriano and
Albertino Abreu

Mangers of Mickey’s on
Bluebell Hill.
Open 06:30 till 21:00
for 6 days and Sundays
close at 20:00

KAMG’s Colin Underwood mentored Julian Clark of London
Advanced Motorcyclists, to a Masters Distinction pass

Craig Ayres receiving his Masters (Distinction) qualification
from his mentor Colin Underwood

Thomas Wilson receiving his
Advanced Rider (First) qualification
from John Holland

Ian Treeby receiving his Advanced
Rider qualification from Steve Riches

Simon Gambleton
receiving his Advanced
Rider qualification from
Ian Walker

Thomas Manzie receiving his Advanced Rider
qualification from Colin Billings
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John Gore receiving his Advanced Rider (First)
qualification from Steve Riches
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track daze! . . .

Dave Willson answers your questions
about Track Days
Cast your mind back to the summer of 1979, not quite
as hot or as long as the summer of 1976, but still a time
when Superbike magazine contained as many pictures of
naked women as motorbikes; a time when you could still
sniff the delights of Castrol R as a two-stroke went ring,
ting, tinging by; a time when waxed cotton kept you dry;
a time when Ogri’s oil stained jeans had a 32” waistband;
and a time, when as a spotty teenager, I was sitting in the
stands at Brands Hatch at the Transatlantic Trophy meeting
waiting for Barry Sheene and Rocket Ron Haslam to kick
those damn Yankees back across the pond where they
belonged. Sorry if that offends anyone, I was in 1979 mode
for a moment; 1979, when you were allowed to have an
opinion without the ‘woke’ police kicking your front door
in. Fast forward 41 years and I find myself lining up in the
same pit lane as my boyhood heroes and about to grace the
hallowed Brands Hatch tarmac on a track day. *
I expect that where track days are concerned there are three
groups within KAMG: there are those that have done a track
day (most of what follows is going to be old hat for you,
Dave at Brands,
happy in his ebay
leathers with his
20 year old Honda.
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I’m afraid); those for whom a track day has never appeared
on their radar; and those who have always thought about
doing one, but for one reason or another have never gotten
around to booking it. Well, having been on track a few
times, I thought I’d share with you my experiences and
musings of a track day and the things to consider prior to
booking a date.

DANGER? “Danger, Will Robinson!”
The first question that everyone asks is: “Are track days
dangerous?” And I would say, absolutely not. Is there any
risk involved, and do people fall off? Well, those are different
questions, and the answers are yes, and yes they do.
After all, it’s riding a motorcycle and as we all know that’s
inherently risky, which is why we’ve all spent time, money
and effort to be trained to an advanced riding standard. So,
let’s examine those risks in more detail. The IAM, as we all
know, divides hazards into three types, the first of which are
physical features such as junctions, roundabouts,
crossings etc., yet the only physical features you’re going
to encounter on a track are bends and hill crests, there is
nothing to hit. The thing that causes major injury on the
road is the sudden deceleration when you hit a car or a
lamppost, for example. As there is nothing to hit on a track,
if you should be unfortunate enough to part company with
your bike (or to use track rider speak “run out of talent”),
you can gradually decelerate, preventing serious injury.
The second type of hazard is the position and movement
of other road users. Well, the position and movement of
the other track users is the same as you; that is, you are
all going round in the same direction. No one is going to
pull out in front of you, or do a U turn, or stop suddenly.
The third and last hazard, according to the mighty book of
advanced motorcycling, is the weather and its effect on the
road surface. Can’t do much about the weather I’m afraid,
you’re on your own with that, but the road surface or the
track surface will be grippier than a grippy thing on national
grippy day with not a pothole, drain cover, or any slippery
white paint in sight – heaven. Also, the skills we’ve learnt
as advanced riders translate well to the track. We should
all, I hope, understand the trade-off between tyre grip and
lean angle, and tyre grip while braking and accelerating.

There’s the need always to be smooth, and to understand
the importance of separating braking and gear changes,
and why it’s important to blip the throttle when changing
down. (Unless you’ve got a slipper clutch and auto-blipper
of course.) All things that your average member of the
public (that is, non-advanced riders) embarking on a track
day may not be considering. Take, for example, Valentino
Rossi approaching a right hand bend. (I was going to use
Mark Marquez as an example here, but his current system
of motorcycle control seems to be – approach bend, fall
off.) So, back to the ‘Doctor’; he’ll look at the bend, take
in and use the information, he’ll then position himself to
the nearside, followed by slowing down and selecting an
appropriate gear for the speed. Admittedly, he’ll take a
different line around the bend from that recommended in
the IAM handbook because he doesn’t have to “stop in the
distance that he can see to be clear”, but otherwise that
scenario sounds familiar. All right, I made most of that up
as I guess that Rossi will actually be trail-braking right up
to the apex so that his gear phase will overlap completely
with his speed phase and that will be overlapping his
positioning phase; nevertheless, he is still using a system,
and if you stick to the system that you’ve been taught, and
are good at, you’ll be safe. You won’t beat the 44sec lap
record, but you’ll be safe. Incidentally trail braking is quite
an interesting technique whereby you brake whilst leaning
all the way round a bend until you get to the acceleration
phase. This loads up the front wheel which improves grip.
Obviously if you overdo it the front tyre will say b-----ks to
this and “let go” – more track-speak – resulting in a lowside.
Have a look on YouTube at Marc Marquez in this year’s
Spanish GP having a massive lowside at about 90mph.

(which hopefully you won’t need) will not cover you either,
including those attached to a mortgage. So, can you get
insurance to cover you while you are on track? I did some
research into this, and yes you can, but it’s uber expensive.
An average quote for a day’s insurance was £200 plus a
£3000 excess! My bike’s only worth £3000, but if you were
going to take your brand new Ducati Panigale Super Allegro
Dolci Frappochino on track then you may think that it’s a
worthwhile outlay. The reality is that 99% of the people on
track won’t have any insurance cover.

COST?
An evening track session at Brands costs £89 and that’s it.
However, if you book a full day, it will cost you £167, if you
add a couple of hundred for insurance it starts getting a bit
pricier. You can, if you like, hire a Yamaha R6 for £379 and
a set of leathers for £89, so that would be a grand total of
£835. Not a problem if your name’s Baron von Greenback,
(I’m sure my parents let me watch too much TV in the 70s),
but for we mere mortals that’s a lot for a day of hooning
around Brands Hatch. Regarding hiring leathers, don’t
forget that these aren’t new, someone else’s sweaty ‘parts’
have been in them.
But, if you think back to my article in May’s magazine, you’ll
remember that I said that eBay is littered with second-hand
leathers. I did a search of ‘buy it now’ leathers under £89
and, at the time of writing, there are 37 sets to choose from.

Now imagine a situation where, before setting out on any
journey, every driver of every car, lorry, bus, black cab, icecream van, and every mum on a school run, as well as every
84 year old bloke driving the wrong way up the M4 – you
get my point – had to attend a safety briefing, and imagine
also that at every junction on their journeys these drivers
saw that there was a marshal to ensure they complied
with the safety briefing, and they knew that if they didn’t
comply he’d wave a black flag and send them home. Well,
this is exactly what happens on the track. The briefing is
quite extensive: there are rules for overtaking and rules
for staying clear of other riders; and there is a warning flag
system. Don’t worry, you don’t need to learn semaphore,
there’s only about four coloured flags to remember. And
lastly, remember that everyone is togged up in protective
clothing, which I’ll talk more about later.

INSURANCE?
That’s the next question on people’s minds. Obviously, your
day-to-day insurance that covers you for the road, won’t
cover you on track. Similarly, any life insurance policies

Pukka Yamaha R6s for
track hire
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Obviously not all in your size, but you get my drift, and if
you add those that you bid on that you could possibly buy
for under £89, the choice trebles.

KIT?
I did mention earlier, when talking about safety, that
everyone has to be appropriately togged up; so, what’s the
basic requirement? You must have one-piece leathers or
two-piece leathers that zip together all the way around; and
the pit lane marshals will check that, and you will get turned
away if the gap in your zip is more than five inches. Your
helmet needs to be full-face and ACU Gold approved with
a double D buckle. I had a look on the SPORTSBIKESHOP
website and the cheapest helmet that fits the bill is an MT
Revenge at £59.99. Whether you’d trust your head to a
sixty quid helmet is a matter for you, but this one has been
approved by the ACU for track use. You also need leather
gloves with cuffs that come over your jacket sleeves, and
have wrist straps that can be done up tight to stop them
coming off as you slide down the track. You’ll also need
full length leather motorcycle boots, not ankle length as
worn by Harry the hipster on his way to The Bike Shed.
That’s it. A back protector, or airbag, is advisable, but not a
requirement. Even though airbags have been mandatory
in Moto GP since 2018 I doubt that you’ll see anyone using
them on a track day. I think the vest type that go under your
leathers inflate so little they’re no better than a good back
protector, and the cost of leathers with an airbag system
built in is just too high. It goes without saying, but I’m going
to say it anyway, that obviously you’ll need to be wearing
your lucky pants.

BIKE?
The next question on everyone’s mind is, “Do I need a
special racing bike?” and the answer is no. I literally don’t
like people who use the word ‘literally’ too much, but you
literally can ride any bike. There is an expectation that
you’ll be able to maintain a certain pace so as not to be an
obstruction, and I think that if you turned up on a 125cc,
or a cruiser you might get some odd looks, but certainly
the organisers will not discourage you from riding. On my
last track day there were two guys riding MK1 Moto Guzzi
Le Mans from the late seventies. They were turfed out of
the advanced group into the novice group as their slow
bikes were getting in the way of the quick chaps, but they
certainly weren’t stopped from riding. There is no need to
drill and wire your sump plug or drill and wire your caliper
bolts. There’s no requirement to fit a belly pan, tape up your
lights or remove your number plates. The only requirements
are that you pass a noise test. The limit at Brands Hatch
is 102 decibels static and 97 decibels moving. If you’ve
got a standard can you will obviously be fine, and if your
aftermarket can does have a baffle of some sort in it and
isn’t the size of a baked bean tin, you’ll probably be fine
10
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too. If in doubt there are plenty of noise meter apps you
can download for your phone and they seem to be fairly
accurate. The other requirement, which is new for 2021,
is a front brake lever guard. You can buy an all singing, all
dancing one or, as I did, buy a cheap one for a tenner from
the land of the killer bat flu.
The one piece of advice organisers give you is to put some
tape over your mirrors. Unlike when you are road riding,
what’s happening behind you on the track is no concern of
yours, you need to be concentrating fully on what’s ahead.
If somebody wants to overtake you it’s their job to find a
way past, and you could actually be dangerous when trying
to be helpful. For example, you look in your mirror, see
someone coming up fast on your inside as you approach
a bend and move over to let them through. Unfortunately,
you fail to notice the person coming up fast on your offside
and you move into his path.
The other advice is to put some tape over your speedo:
the last thing you want to be doing when you’re rapidly
approaching a bend, is looking down at your speedo so that
you can go, “Ooh look how fast I’m going mum,” and if you
really want to know how fast you’re going there are apps
you can download that will record your lap times average
times etc. etc. I used one called track addict. The other
problem with looking at your speedo is that it may freak
you out when you realise you’re doing 160mph. Actually, if
you’re doing 160mph on the Brands Hatch Indy circuit then
you’d be on a rocket powered bike. I think the really fast BSB
boys only get up to about 150mph on the fastest part of
the track, but you get my point. There are faster tracks, like
Snetterton, where those sorts of speeds are attainable.
All attachments need to be removed from the bike and that
includes panniers, top-boxes and the wife, unless, of course,
you are a wife. You can have a camera fitted although only
in certain places on the bike, check with the organisers,
and you do need a second securing system so you would
have to loop a couple of cable ties around it. Obviously you
can’t attach anything to your helmet, but that’s not an issue
because only an idiot would put something on a helmet
that’s going to stop it sliding and break your neck.

THE BIG DAY!
So, the big day has arrived. You need to arrive at the circuit
about an hour and a half before the first group go out on
track. This is to allow time for a nervous wee and to sign in
(remember that you will need your driver’s licence), and
to attend the safety briefing (in Covid times that was done
on line), and to have another nervous wee. You then need
to get your bike noise tested, before having a last nervous
wee. You’ll be given a couple of wristbands and stickers to
prove you’ve completed these requirements and the pit

Dave at speed at Brands

lane marshals will check these before you go out on track.
Finally, there are a couple of other things to consider: fuel
and tyre pressures. Fuel – have you got enough for the
day and if not, how are you going to refuel? Remember,
not all circuits carry fuel. Tyre pressure – if on the street
you use the standard 42/36 then your tyres are already too
hard because the manufacturers want to give you a small
contact patch to reduce road noise and keep the eurocrats
happy. As your tyres get hot the pressure increases. On a
track, where you’re working them harder, they get even
hotter, so you need to compensate for this by lowering the
pressures.

is that he’s got about 50psi in his rear tyre. Finally, you will
also need to think about how you are going to pump them
back up for the ride home.

Having got advice from a couple of groups that I’m part of,
on the Book of Faces, and having listened to Simon Crafar’s
Q and A sessions (ex-World Superbike and Grand Prix rider),
and having watched Sylvain Guintoli’s YouTube video (2014
World Superbike champion), the consensus is, and this will
blow your mind, that the recommended front tyre pressure
should be in the low 30s, and the rear pressure in the high
20s – say, 32 front, 27 rear. Well, I was OK with the 32 front,
but decided to start with 35 in the rear and see how it felt;
however by the end of my first track day I’d lowered my
rear pressure to 29 psi. Take a tyre pressure gauge with
you and check the pressure as soon as you come in from a
session to see what the pressure is when the tyres are hot.
If you watch a lot of YouTube videos of track days you will
eventually see a fairly innocuous high side where the rider
doesn’t seem to be pushing very hard. The probable cause

What happens next are ‘sighting laps’. Basically, you follow
an instructor for three laps with no overtaking. This has two
purposes: the first is so that the instructor can show the
correct racing line, and my advice would be to line up post
haste when your group is called into the pit lane, to make
sure that you’re at the front right behind the instructor. If
you line up at the back of the group by the time you get to
a given bend the instructor will already be going around
the next bend and the only person you’ll have to follow
is Nigel the nervous novice; the second reason for the
sighting laps is to allow your tyres to build up a bit of heat,
which gives them a bit more grip. Most people in the novice
group will be on road tyres, which don’t need much heat
to work at their best, but there may be someone on track
tyres. After three laps the instructor pulls back into the pits
and it’s game on.

Depending on what track you’re at your group will be called
to line up in the pit lane. Here a marshal will check that you
have the appropriate wrist band and stickers, and if you’re
wearing two-piece leathers, he’ll check that they’re zipped
together. He’ll also check your helmet is done up, make sure
you’re wearing your lucky pants and give your bike and kit a
general look over.

SIGHTING LAPS
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GAME ON
What advice can I give you? First, try to stay on the grey bit
between the green bits; second, try to keep the rubbery
bits on the ground, and remember it’s not a contact sport.
Finally, ride it like you nicked it. Seriously, take it easy and
don’t try to keep up with anyone, and don’t get involved
in racing with anyone. I work on getting the racing line
correct, working out what gear to be in where, and working
on lower body position. There’s a mountain of books written
about body position but basically you move your weight to
the inside of the bike, which means that you don’t have to
lean the bike as much for a given speed. As advanced road
riders we’re taught to sit upright in the middle of the seat.
The reasons for this are obvious: good vision, comfortable
for long hours in the saddle, and a good position to operate
all the controls, but it’s surprising how much of an effect
moving around makes. Let’s not forget you probably weigh
half the weight of your bike (although not if it’s a BMW GS,
obviously.) Try sitting on your bike while it’s on the side
stand. Then slide your right butt cheek off the seat and
move your head so you can see your face in the offside
mirror. This movement will cause the bike to stand upright
and fall over to the right. Again obviously, this doesn’t work
with a GS as they weigh around eight tonnes.
After about 20minutes of track time the chequered flag
is waved and it’s time to come in. You’ve then got time
for a drink and a wee before it’s time to get ready for the
next session. This time I would concentrate on upper body
position and work on being smooth. You’ll notice that I
haven’t mentioned trying to go fast. Well, I do try to ride at
a quick pace, don’t get me wrong, I don’t have Miss Daisy

lane and round paddock hill bend on cold tyres, and then
spent the length of paddock hill doing his impression of
what it’s like to ride a bucking bronco, as the BMW did it’s
best to spit him off. I guess nowadays people put their faith
in electronic rider aids and that’s certainly what saved his
bacon, but it looked scary from where I sat. These guys were
lapping at about the same pace as me on my 20 year old,
120bhp bike with not so much as a clock as an electronic
aid. It goes without saying that the old guy on his 80bhp
SV650 was quicker than all of us. He was the boss of that
bike, which is how it should be, not the other way around.
Marshals check everything before you are allowed on track

as a pillion, but speed isn’t my focus. Think back to the four
‘S’ mnemonic – safe, systematic, smooth and sparkle. If
you’re safe, systematic and smooth the sparkle will be an
automatic by-product. Now change sparkle for speed and
the same principle applies. Second session over, it’s time to
sit down and watch the fast boys in the advanced group,
and have a look at the bikes people are riding in the novice
group. At my last track day there was a fair mixture. There
was – and I’m cautious saying this among this readership –
there was an “old bloke” on an old Suzuki SV650; there were
a couple of guys on the hired Yamaha R6s that were fitted
with slicks and used tyre warmers, which was definitely a
case of too much bike and not enough rider, and, talking
of too much bike and not enough rider, there were also a
couple of guys on BMW S1000RRs. Call me old fashioned,
but if I was doing a track day and deemed my ability to be
of a novice standard, I wouldn’t be doing it on a 200bhp
bike. Needless to say, one of these guys had a moment right
in front of me when he accelerated too hard out of the pit

Time to saddle up again. I spend the third session trying to
improve on everything. Better lines, body position, corner
entry speed, lean angle, and before you know it there’s that
chequered flag again...and that’s it, day over. A few items of
admin before the ride home: pump your tyres up, swap your
tinted visor for a clear one, take the tape off your mirrors and
speedo and recalibrate your brain for the slow ride home.
In conclusion then, would I recommend doing a track day.
Absolutely yes. Apart from the immense fun factor, how
many times have you ridden down a road and thought to
yourself, “this would be a great road if there was no speed
limit”? There’s also a lot to be learnt. Having pushed my
bike as far as my talent will allow, I now have a lot more
confidence in my tyres and I’m happy to lean the bike a lot

more. It’s given me perspective regarding how long it takes
to slow down when braking from high speed, and it’s given
me an understanding of my bike’s performance. Let’s face it,
we all ride bikes that we are never going to be able to use to
their full potential on the road. How many of us have even
accelerated up to the red line in each gear? At least on a track
you can try to unleash the beast. Having arrived home safely,
only one thing left to do, apart from regaling your wife with
tales of derring-do and that is to get on the internet, book
your next session and get on eBay looking at track bikes
for sale. But here’s one final thought before you do that: if
you were going to learn to fly a plane, or play the piano,
or go scuba diving you’d probably hire an instructor. MSV
(Motorsport Vision, who organise track days at Brands and
other tracks) provide instructors that will go out with you for
one of your sessions and at the end rip you up… I mean, give
you constructive criticism. For £25 why wouldn’t you do that?
Remember to keep the rubbery bits on the ground. Until
next time …
* The 1979 Transatlantic Trophy races were seen for free on
the BBC in the good old days of 1979, and you can still see the
races on YouTube today with commentary by Murray Walker.
Watch it, and see why, or remind yourself why, Barry Sheene
was such a star. You’ll also see why there is no longer any
Jackie Stewart Armco round race tracks. Ed.
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Big Z bites back (again)
The ZRX 1100 refuses to lie down, but Martin Brown, armed
with a powerful wallet, does battle

. . . now for those pesky broken
exhaust studs. The old and slightly
battered stock exhaust had been
removed and I had started working
on the removal of the two broken
studs. Robust applications of heat and
penetrating oil were made from time
to time and I was hoping that this
patient strategy would pay dividends
later. It did, sort of, but more about
that in a bit. As part of my plan, I
turned up a small ‘drill guide’ on my
newly acquired lathe (courtesy of the
recently passed, and sadly missed,
West Kent VMCC member, Keith
Bellinger. RIP matey). This drill guide
had an 8mm hole at one end to fit
over the broken stud and a 4mm hole
at the other end to guide the drill bit
that was to be drilled into the stud.
I also drilled and tapped two small
holes in the sides of the guide so that
I could tighten it on to the stud while I
drilled. It worked perfectly, and with it I
drilled a hole in each stud with a 4mm
left hand drill. Once I felt the drill pop
through, I then applied more heat and
penetrating oil and walked away for a
few days.
On my return I started concentrating
on the offside broken stud first. I
tapped an ‘easy-out’ (a misnomer for
a tool if ever there was one, it’s never
easy) into the hole, applied a bit of
pressure and... nothing. Don’t ever
try to force these things. They have
a habit of snapping inside the hole
and making the job even harder. So, I
drilled the hole out a bit bigger with a
slightly larger left-handed drill which
allowed me to use the next size up
‘easy out’ bit. Still no joy, so I gave it
14
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You will recall that in the last instalment good progress
had been made and the bike was starting to look like a bike
again...

Martin’s nifty home-made remover of
reluctant studs

some more heat and oil and left it
again. A couple of days later after I had
been doing some other stuff, I decided
at quite a late hour to have another go.
I tapped in the ‘easy-out’ and bingo,
out she came. Great joy in the shed.
I ran my 8mm tap down the newly
cleared hole and tried one of my new
studs in it. Perfect. But...
It is about now that this happy tale
turns into a waking nightmare. I have
a sort of a rule not to work on bikes
when I’m tired. It inevitably goes
wrong, and that usually costs a great
deal of time and money. What I should
have done was to walk away after
the success, think about it and start
afresh on the second stud another day.
Not what happened. My excitement
at getting one old stud out, ran
away with me. I immediately started
attacking the other stud. I completely
ignored the fact that the remaining
stud had not received the same level
of heat etc. that I had lavished on
the first one. Anyway, to cut a long

Stud remover in removing position

story short it didn’t come out; it just
snapped off level with the head. Did I
stop? No of course not. Muppet. The
next thing I know I’m drilling away like
a demon. Suddenly I notice that the
swarf has changed colour. “Oh!” I think.
A quick blast of compressed air into
the stud hole and my worst fears are
realised. A great gush of pink coolant
squirts out of the disconnected
radiator pipe all over my shed ceiling.
Cock. That is not supposed to happen.
I get my torch and peer into the stud
hole. Yep, there it is. I have drilled
too deep and gone into the coolant
channel in the cylinder head. I know,
right. I promise you that you can’t
possibly call me any names that I have
not already called myself. A project
that was almost ready to go back on
the road had now been derailed in a
major way. The options were limited.
Try to repair with a bit of chemical
metal putty – not ideal. Or get a
replacement cylinder head. (Insert
more name calling here.)

After some thought and some
searching on the forums and evil bay.
I sourced a complete replacement
head with cams etc. from Germany
for a tad over 200 GBP. So, suck it up,
stop whining and let’s get this cylinder
head off.
The carbs came off first and what a
bugger of a job. The space is SO tight.
Hats off to Kawasaki engineers for
being able to put such a machine
together but boy that was a tricky
business. While they are off, I will give
them a birthday ultrasonic clean and
a rebuild. The newly powder coated
valve cover comes off next. Shame,
as it is a tricky part to get on and off
due to the space constraints, but I
managed to do it without scratching it.
Camshafts to come out next. I started
by trying to take off the cam chain
guide but had to stop abruptly. Those
of you who use Facebook will know
that I sustained a nasty hand injury
whilst attempting this. I needed a
5mm Allen key for the job, but my
“proper” set was at the other end
of the garden in my garage. Hmm. I
know, I’ll use this shiny one that’s just
close at hand on the bench here. I
think it may have come out of a flat
pack furniture box and, to be fair,

Cheap, wrong and dangerous Allen key

Mr Kawasaki’s clearly labelled engineering

the bolt was pretty tight, but I don’t
think I applied that much pressure.
Anyway, the pesky thing snapped
and I promptly sliced open the fleshy
part of my hand just on the palm side
of my little finger. I am really starting
to dislike this bike. So, I have had to
stop for a couple of days as every
time I move my hand it opens up the
wound again. But a few days and a lot

of plasters later, and with the proper
tools now being used, the camshafts
popped out pretty easily.
Despite the bike trying to kill me it is
in fact quite a pleasure to work on.
The Kawasaki engineers thought of
everything. For instance, when you
come to unbolt the cams, not only are
the brackets numbered, but they also

The magnificence of Kawasaki engineering revealed
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It’s all in the Master plan
Craig Ayres tells the story of a long journey taken by a short straw

The new head

The background
have an arrow to ensure they go back
exactly where they came from. The
cams themselves are also marked inlet
and exhaust so that they too can go
back in the correct alignment. Lovely.
Cams out, cylinder head to come off
next. This bike has 10 obvious bolts
inside the head to hold the block in
place. Easy enough. However, it also
has an eleventh bolt that is hiding
where you might not expect it. This is
where having a manual always justifies
its purchase price, as a bolt such as this
could easily have been missed. In this
case, bolt number 11 is on the lower
nearside of the head and if you take
off the 10 internal ones and then try
to pop off the head without removing
it, SNAP there goes the corner of your
cylinder head and more money with
it. Admittedly, in my case the damage
had already been done, but it’s worth
mentioning just in case you find

yourself with a non-moving head and
can’t think why.
Removing the cylinder head once all
the bolts had been removed was a bit
of a wrangle and I reckon it would be
a lot easier with a helper but it was
achieved after quite a few other bits
were moved out of the way first, to
allow it to slide out. In the meantime,
the replacement head had arrived. My
luck seems to be changing. For a touch
over £200 I now have a replacement
head complete with cams and valves.
It also seems to be a very low mileage
example with the accompanying notes
suggesting a life of only some 20,000
kilometres or around 12,000 miles. It
looks the business and has no holes
where there shouldn’t be holes.
I also took delivery of my new Black
Widow exhaust system. The stock
exhaust was a little bent with some

The block ready for its new head

damage to the silencer, which while
not causing any functionality issues
was causing me cosmetic ones. The
new one brings a couple of benefits:
a very nice rorty sound, but more
importantly quite a weight saving. The
stock exhaust and silencer come in at
a hefty 16+ kgs. The new one is a mere
9kgs. Over 7 kgs less. Lovely.
All I have to do now is put it all back
together in order to be back where
I was a month or more ago. What a
.%$£”&*. I am.
Until next time... Carry on.

This tale starts a long time ago, when as a young boy I
would pillion on the back of my dad’s motorbike, going on
adventures and dreaming of the day when I could ride my
own bike and have adventures of my own. Fast forward 20
years or so to 2016, when my dad bought me an advanced
course in motorcycling for my birthday. He had done his
advanced driving course and was himself an observer
in Oxford, and his aim was to give me a better chance of
getting home to my family and to my, then unborn, child.
He knew first-hand about my skill (or lack of it) when it
came to road sense and riding, so this was clearly a stroke of
genius on his part, and, unbeknown to me at the time, the
first piece of ‘the master plan’ had been laid down.

Hello KAMG
My books arrived from the IAM and off I went to an IDCAM,
where I heard first-hand about the ‘mythical’ system of
motorcycle control, and promptly showed on my first
ride-out that I had no clue how to use it. Well, we all have
to start somewhere. A week or so later I received a call from
my future observer, Martin Ford. Martin had just become a
local observer and I was to be his first associate. Little did
he know that he had drawn the short straw. The first time
we met I turned up to find him already waiting for me. I
was nervous and I did not want to make myself look silly in
front of someone who I thought was part of the Jedi order
of advanced motorcyclists. However, within a very short
time my worries and concerns subsided as a very calm voice
reassured me that he was there to make suggestions about
how to improve my riding rather than to criticise anything
that I was already doing. So the wheels began to turn, and
my first steps into advanced riding were under way.

he led me back to base, and after a quick pep talk, we went
our separate ways. As I put the bike away, all I could think
about was how I had let myself down, let Martin down,
let my dad down. I was done with ‘Advanced’ riding. Well,
I was done with it for at least a week; actually, until Martin
informed me that we had an observed ride and I needed to
be fully fuelled and ready to go on Saturday morning. A few
rides later and with the understanding of why I had messed
up so badly, the second test was booked and I passed. In
hindsight I was a better rider for not getting it done first
time around. It’s from our mistakes that we learn.

Where to now?
Although the KAMG had lots of rides listed in the calendar
and there were group nights each month, I wanted to do
more with my new-found skills. I wanted to help others on
their way to becoming Green Badge holders and to help
them have a better chance of getting back to their loved
ones after a ride. After a talk (well, actually, after several
Craig in full
observer war paint!

The first hurdle

The old exhaust does not pass the dog inspection
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New lightweight exhaust system with a sinister name

As someone who strives for perfection and considers a
silver medallist is really the first-place loser (a throwback to
my competition days in the swimming pool), my aspirations
and eyes were firmly fixed on achieving a F1rst. Careful
planning, preparation and practice were put in. I was going
to give Martin his first test pass as an observer and I would
ride off into the sunset as an ‘Advanced’ rider. You can
imagine my devastation, therefore, as not only did I not get
a F1rst, I didn’t even get a pass. Nerves had won the day
and I went to pieces. In truth, I can’t remember the debrief,
I just remember wanting to get home. I followed Martin as
RIDERS 223 Aug 2021
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talks) with Martin I decided that I too would like to become
an observer. My name was put forward and a check ride
with the then Chief Observer, Colin Underwood, took place.
After a thumbs up from him I was given the green light and
awaited my training.

That’s the way to do it
Local observer training... Inn on the Lake... classroom work.
I walked in to see a familiar face, Colin, smiling back at me.
Tony Young and Steve Riches were going to be giving the
brief. Then I saw three other faces smiling and chatting, and
these, I assumed, were the other trainee observer hopefuls.
Well, how can I put this? You know the feeling that you
get when you meet someone for the first time and you
think, we are going to get on... well, we did. We decided
to create a WhatsApp group and we kept in touch to help
each other out in our quest to become the next batch of
Local Observers. With help from the training team and other
observers we gained the skills required and we all passed.
The tales of ‘Sicknote’, ‘Rain Man’, ‘Hightower’ and myself are
for another day; however, suffice to say for now that when I
went to do my training this friendship was unexpected, but
has been one of the best things to come out of it.

‘Sick Man’, ‘Hightower’, ‘Rain Man’ and Craig , but possibly not in that
order!

My first associate
It was now my turn to impart the ways of advanced riding
to a student and, just like when the stabilisers are taken off
your first bicycle, I had the familiar twang of nerves. It was
now going to be up to me to control the ride, and luckily,
I certainly didn’t draw a short straw. I had a wonderful
first experience as an observer – thank you Nigel. Careful
planning and preparation went into each ride and into
each briefing, as well as a few coffees and cake. As Nigel
approached Green Badge level a check ride was completed
and a test was booked. The day of Nigel’s test arrived and
I sat at home looking at the clock and waiting for the call...
then ring, ring... “It’s a pass.”
The joy of that news was every bit the equal of my own
when I had passed myself, and I quickly spread the news
to my fellow newbie observers, the responses came back
18
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and they shared the good news of their own associates
getting their Green Badges. It was then I realised just how
much observers put into their associates. I think we all take
it personally and we all certainly want every one of them to
achieve their own goals.
After a few conversations and sometime later Nigel decided
that he too would like to help others, and I was so proud
when he told me that he is now a local observer. Was this
yet another piece of a master plan in play?

Seeking Yoda
At the start of this whole experience, I knew that there
were an elite few that had become Master riders. Martin,
now my friend, had recently achieved this state himself.
This got me thinking and in my usual fashion I started to
ask questions; it was, after all, the next logical step. 2020
and my 40th birthday – well, my second 20th birthday as I
like to call it– happened during the first lockdown. A card
arrived from my dad, now chief observer in Oxford, with
a number inside... it was for the IAM... it was my Master’s
course. Excitement followed as this was an opportunity for
me to push myself and, I hoped, to become a better, more
knowledgeable, safer rider. However, the usual nerves soon
came back. I looked around at the various KAMG Masters
and wondered whether I could really get to their level? Was
I good enough?
My next step on this part of the journey was to choose
who I could ask to be my mentor. I asked a few other
members of the KAMG, people who had gone through
this process themselves, who I should choose. That was
actually extremely unhelpful; you see, everyone I spoke
to suggested that I should choose the mentor that had
helped them, as he or she was the best. This really goes to
show how blessed we are in the KAMG with the depth of
quality and experience that we have in our mentors. It was
a hard choice. Knowing myself and my learning style I knew
I needed someone who would ‘hold my hand’ throughout
the process and my mind was made up.

Do or do not... there is no try.
Lockdown ended and the day of my first masters ride
dawned. I pulled into the car park of McDonald’s in
Dartford, and a few moments later Colin Underwood
arrived, my heart rate picked up and the dry mouth rapidly
followed, “Please Lord, don’t let me embarrass myself in
front of a Jedi Master”.
Colin was his usual calm and happy self and opened the
conversation in such a way as to put me at ease. With a
total lack of ego and with pure passion to help me achieve
this next step he started me on the way to becoming a
Master rider. Over the course of our next few rides I listened,
learned and debated with Colin. Each ride was truly
enjoyable and I finished with a smile on my face. However, I
could still see the gulf in my level of riding and his. I needed
to practice and work harder. A few more rides later and
Colin then said that we would book a test date. It was time.

It’s the day of my test...but Covid cases increase...top tier in
Kent… lockdown again... test postponed...AAAHHHHH!
It was a long four months off the bike, but Covid cases
eventually fell, and lockdown eased. This again is where, in
my opinion, the KAMG is amazing: throughout lockdown
the committee kept things ticking over in the background,
so I would like to take the opportunity to say a big thank
you to everyone for all your hard work. The moment we
were given the green light by Boris, the observers started
to get their associates out, IDCAMS were organised, and all
the other facets of the KAMG were put back into place and
wheels started to roll once more.

“Move past it.”
“You have everything you need.”
This was not only the definitive point in my test, this was
also a poignant moment on my journey in the KAMG. I
realised that during all of my training to become a better
rider and after all of my mistakes and failures, from not
passing my Green Badge first time, to dropping my bike
during my observer training, plus countless others, the
real trick IS to leave it behind and just let it go (I feel a song
coming on). So, with these voices ringing in my ears the
self-talk began, the heart rate steadied, the hands and body
relaxed and as the bends came and went, I was now going
to prove to myself that everyone else’s belief in me was well
placed.
After 90 minutes of a Masters test and showing my
examiner what I could do, there came the moment of truth,
and it was a good moment! After the initial enormous
sense of achievement, it finally sank in, and I was off to tell
the people who have been with me on this journey. A lot
of time, effort and patience had been put into me and this
was the moment I could give something back by way of
achieving this goal, because it really was a team effort.

The whole picture

Nigel Clibbens, Craig and Martin Ford

On my first ride in four months my brain and body had
lost the connection, my confidence had dropped, my
skills were rusty, at best, and I was nowhere near the level
I had been before the lockdown. It’s true: if you don’t use
it, you lose it. Practice, practice, practice and another ride
with Colin was booked. He re-prepared me, and another
test date was set, but first a check ride from Steve Riches
and colossal confidence boosting from Colin. The last
conversation before my test Colin said, “Craig, you don’t
need me anymore, you have everything you need.” This was
quite something for me to hear, as in my eyes he was still
on another level to me. However, I had 100% trust in him, so
now it was all up to me.

Cometh the hour...
The big day arrived, and yep...nerves. Pre-ride brief; thumbs
up; Masters test began. It was all going well, in my head at
least, and then, 20 minutes in, my first mistake. Have I blown
it? I caught my breath, my right hand shook on the throttle
and my mind went blank, and it was then that I heard the
voices of all the people that had helped me to this point:
“Relax, you can do it.”
“Just keep calm and enjoy it.”

Maybe you’re someone who is considering doing the
advanced riding test or perhaps you know someone that it
would benefit, I would encourage you to take the first steps
and make the call to book it. For me right from the start
there has always been someone in the KAMG who has given
me help and encouragement when I have needed it. There
has always been something to aspire to and a higher level
to aim for, and I never imagined on my first encounter with
the KAMG that I would meet people along the way that
would become friends.
If you are already a part of the KAMG I would also
encourage you to look at your next step and consider how
you could sharpen your skills or gain new ones, from your
green badge, to becoming an observer, to gaining your
Masters – incidentally, I would definitely choose Colin as
your mentor, he’s awesome! Not that I’m biased, I have
simply joined the others who recommend the person who
helped them. There are lots of opportunities to grow and
lots of people to listen to in order to gain some knowledge.
What’s in your master plan?
None of us is perfect and we all make mistakes, in fact the
better I have become as a rider the more I realise how many
mistakes I make and how much I could continue to improve.
I am certainly still seeking that elusive ‘perfect’ ride and until
that day arrives, I will keep asking questions and seeking
advice from the wealth of experience within the KAMG.
There is nothing more to say except, ‘thank you’ to everyone
who has helped me and been part of my master plan, I can’t
tell you how grateful I am and how much I have appreciated
your time and input.
RIDERS 223 Aug 2021
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The Good Old Days

When cars were sometimes motorbikes
Back in the ‘good old days’ (so called because they were
jolly good), things were simple, including motorbikes and
motorbike magazines. In fact, things were so simple that
there were only two of them, magazines I mean: one was
blue and the other one was green. The blue one had no
obvious political affiliation and the green one had no
‘climate agenda’ because no such thing had been invented
in the good old days (just one of the many reasons why
they were so good). Continuing the theme of uncluttered
obviousness, these magazines were called simply The
Motor Cycle, and Motor Cycling and their colours started and
stopped with their covers; inside, all was straightforward
black and white.
There was no Motorcycle News in those binary magazine
days, MCN wasn’t invented until 1955, and it changed
our simple lives when it first appeared. Wow! It was a
newspaper. And it came out on Wednesdays. It covered
motorcycle sport in much greater depth than the
magazines. It was full of stuff about racing, scrambles, grass
track and trials and it had a brilliant column called ‘Paddock
Gossip’ by a chap called Mick Woollett with all sorts of
behind-the-scenes tit-bits from the motorcycle grand prix
world.
The good old days to which I refer were the early to middle
fifties, when there was only one television channel (two
if it was 1956 and you lived in the London television
region), and for amusement young teenage boys built

‘Motorcycling with Scooter Weekly’ and a cissy 500cc
Dominator all on the cover of the TT issue!
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model aeroplanes and read
motorcycle magazines. Pocket
money being scarce, shrewd
schoolboys bought one of the
magazines and would have a
mate who bought the other
one, and they swapped when they had read them, thus
each achieved 100% coverage of things motorcycle for only
50% of the cost. It was through these magazines that we
boys became real motorcyclists – real, that is, in every sense
except in the one sense that mattered… none of us actually
had a tangible 3D motorbike. We knew, however, with a
simple certainty, that the nanosecond we reached 16 we
would have a BSA Gold Star, or a 600cc Norton Dominator
(definitely not the cissy 500cc version), or perhaps a
Triumph Tiger 110. Remember, these were pre-Bonneville
times.
Each week we waited with bated breath for the two bike
magazines to appear on Thursdays, praying that inside each
there would be a road test of something that we ‘pretend
motorcyclists’ would call a ‘real’ motorbike, and if there
was, we would, within minutes, be able to regale anyone in
earshot with details of the top speed, the 30mph braking
distance, the bhp, and umpteen other bits of important info
about the model tested; and we would also have formed an
opinion as to whether or not it would be the bike that we
would later buy on our 16th birthday. That last important
decision usually being based squarely on the tested top
speed reported in the mag. Furthermore, we obviously
believed every word that was written by the magazine
testers; after all, why would they lie? It came as a great
shock to me to learn later, as a grown-up, that actually these
road-testing chaps lied easily and constantly and without
remorse or any pang of conscience; it was a way of life for
them; they couldn’t afford to tell the truth or they would
have upset the manufacturers who advertised in their
magazines. Thus, according to them, all bikes were pretty
much perfect, when the simple truth was that most – well,
actually, virtually all – of the bikes in the good old days were
pretty awful, with outdated, pre-war engines, ineffectual
brakes and Lucas electrics or, worse, Wipac electrics. The
Japanese had yet to show us how things should be done.
The only cloud on the otherwise balmy and cloudless
horizon of we young motorcyclists-in-name-only was when
Thursday arrived and the keenly anticipated magazines
contained a road test of something unbearably feeble like
a soppy, Villiers-engined, 150cc Francis Barnet or a 98cc
Excelsior runabout with two gears. I mean, ninety-eight
cubic centimetres? What the hell are you going to do with

98 cubic centimetres of combustive power and only two
gears? Very, very little, I can tell you. (And what a crying
shame that a highly successful pre-war racing marque
like Excelsior had sunk so low.) And why even think about
calling a motorbike a Francis Barnet? How ridiculously wet
does that sound? Just imagine a Francis Barnet Bonneville.
How many would that sell? How fast would it go? Forty
perhaps? Our views on these matters were simple (see
above), straightforward and unequivocal.
There were, however, worse Thursdays than Excelsior ones:
sometimes our hallowed pages were despoiled with road
tests of… and I can barely bring myself to say the word,
but I must be strong… sometimes there were road tests
of scooters. That’s right, in a magazine called The Motor
Cycle there were scooter tests: top speed 45mph; braking
distance from 30mph, 1000ft (with oval hubs); torque, none;
but the ghastly things probably recorded 500 mpg with
good storage for shopping and a convenient hook for your
handbag. Ugh! Yet, by the end of the nineteen fifties, horror
of horrors, Motorcycling had become Motorcycling with
Scooter Weekly. It makes me shudder even now.

The original Bond with solid rear end

And, believe it or not, there were even worse Thursdays
than Excelsior and scooter test Thursdays; there were
some absolutely hideous days – there were Bond Minicar
Thursdays. The Bond, for those fortunately too young to
have come across such a thing, was a three-wheel car. This
means that it fails to be a motorcycle on two counts – it
has three wheels and is called a CAR. In the good old days,
one of life’s simple, but bad, rules was that any vehicle that
had three wheels was called a motorcycle just because
motorcycle sidecars had three wheels, and this meant
that you were allowed to drive a three-wheeled car on a
motorcycle licence. On that tenuous basis the ridiculous
Bond, the ludicrous Bond, the fatuous Bond was deemed
worthy of being tested in a motorcycle magazine, a
motorcycle magazine that, perhaps only the week before,
might have reported favourably (always favourably) on a
proper fire-breathing bike like a Velocette Venom.
The very first Bonds, incidentally, had no rear suspension.
Imagine that! They had wheels the size of a sixpenny bit

A 1950’s gent riding bowler-hatted to
the office on his Ariel Leader.

A dreaded scooter Thursday. This
was a Brit effort to combat Vespa
and Lambretta…..no chance.

and no springs of any kind at the back. What’s more they
were powered – and here the term ‘powered’ is stretched
to the absolute limit of credulity – by a 122cc Villiers twostroke. Later models ramped up the power with the 197cc
Villiers engine, an engine of such utterly underwhelming
output that it could barely haul prissy little Francis Barnets
along at anything much above the 30mph speed limit of
those uncomplicated times, let alone propel something
that purported to be a fully-fledged car. And get this: if you
wanted to reverse your Bond, you stopped the engine and
restarted it so that it ran backwards. Tis true, I tell you. This,
of course, gave you four forward and four reverse gears.
Mind you, if you reversed it you had to have a proper car
licence, not a mere motorcycle licence. I did once have a
short journey as a passenger in a Bond, back in the early
sixties, and it was truly terrifying.
Despite our early teen confidence that we would shortly be
doing the ton on a six-hundred Dommy or a six-fifty Tiger
Hundred and Ten, my magazine sharing mate, Pritch, and
I did actually own between us a real, albeit more modest,
motorbike when we were only 12 or 13 years old. It was
a Royal Enfield Flying Flea. A mighty 125cc bike that was
made in thousands in the war to be dropped with our
paratroops in France. There were loads of them kicking
around in the fifties and we bought ours for two quid.
Actually, it cost four quid but we only ever paid the first
instalment. This wonderful machine taught me everything
I’ve forgotten about carburettors (remember them?),
stretched chains, slipping clutches, oval brake drums, oil
leaks, whiskered plugs and home-made gaskets, and it
sowed in me the seed of eternal motorbike-ism. We rode
this glorious machine to its cruel death in the nearby
woods. I remember it now with fondness. I owe it much.
Sadly, Pritch moved away and I lost touch with him before
we reached two-wheeled manhood at 16, but eventually
that climactic birthday arrived for me and I at last took
to the deserted roads of that time… on a Lambretta. I
know, I know... but my dad said that motorbikes were too
dangerous and as he was paying, I shut up and carried on
reading the blue and the green magazines and the newfangled MCN, and never to this day have I forgiven any of
them for mentioning scooters or three-wheeled CARS.
NF
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A Pillion’s Perspective
By Ali Broughton

Before my first KAMG trip, I have to
admit that I was slightly apprehensive.
I didn’t know anyone else on the trip
apart from my husband, on whose
bike I would be riding pillion. What if
everyone only talked about bikes and,
importantly, what if I fell off? However,
having just returned from my third trip,
I now know that I needn’t have worried.
Everyone on each trip has been really
friendly and welcoming. While the
initial introductions in the car park
before trips start can feel a little stilted,
there’s plenty of opportunities over
coffee and cake, or at ice-cream stops,
or over lunch and dinner to sit with
someone new, get to know them, and
listen to their stories. Those who feel a
little shy or reserved are welcomed into
the group and allowed the space to feel
comfortable in their own time. As for
falling off, well, as each day starts with a
briefing where the importance of safety
is reiterated, falling off the back isn’t an
option.
What you can see if you don’t have to look
where you are going. Two pictures from the
recent KAMG Yorkshire trip.

Once upon a time there was a beautiful, green, sunny land
where bicyclists roamed free and untroubled. They frolicked
about unhindered on such things as ‘penny farthings’
and ‘boneshakers and ‘safety bicycles’ and various other
harmless contraptions. They whizzed past horses and carts,
whose jolly, ruddy-faced drivers waved cheerily at them and
wished them well. They flew past pedestrians, who smiled
at them and thought them terribly brave and adventurous
and ‘cutting edge’, although they didn’t use phrases like that
in the beautiful green land that was Victorian England 150
years ago.

Now, I won’t lie, there is a lot of talk
about bikes, even from my husband
who generally identifies riders by
the machines they ride rather than
their first names, but there is also lots
of general talk and banter too. And
while I know very little about the
ins-and-outs of a Triumph or a BMW
engine, it is interesting listening to
riders asking for advice from other,
more experienced, riders about how
to improve their riding and how best
to tackle certain situations. It’s also
encouraging to hear the critiques and
compliments too.
So, are there benefits to riding pillion?
Well for me, it’s a good chance to
switch off and just admire the scenery,
whether it’s the Derbyshire peaks or
the Yorkshire dales. The trips round
the countryside are great, although
it’s worth remembering the need to
hold on, especially over hump-backed
bridges. Riding pillion also gives you
a great opportunity to be nosy – how
often do you get the chance to look
over garden walls at gorgeous houses,
or over hedges into some beautiful
gardens? It’s also quite fun seeing the,
sometimes shocked, look on people’s
faces as you pass through a small
village, especially if you’re the 20th bike.
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A Fairy Tale

The shopping opportunities are great
too, whether it’s pork pies in Melton
Mowbray, various types of cheese at
the Wensleydale creamery, or lovely
crafts in the various organic farm shops
used as the stopping points each day,
although having to remember that you
only have a top box or side panniers
to bring home any purchases can be a
little constraining.
On the downside, long rides on dualcarriageways or motorways can be
a bit dull, so I have thought of trying
to patent a device for the back of my
husband’s jacket that will allow me
to read my Kindle en route. But until
then, I use this time as a chance either
to listen to some music, or just to enjoy
the ‘quiet’ time away from phones and
laptops and housework. So, as the
pandemic continues to have an effect
on overseas travel, I’ve come to realise
that these bike trips provide a great
opportunity to see more of, and to
appreciate, the towns and cities in the
UK. My husband will continue to go on
trips on his own, and I won’t deny that
when he does it will be nice to have
a quiet and tidy home for a few days
until he returns, but I do know that
further pillion trips are definitely now
on the agenda.

Then, one day, an evil old foreigner called Benz built a thing
called a ‘car’, and bicyclists everywhere, when they heard
this, became just a tiny bit nervous. But the wicked Mr Benz
hadn’t reckoned with the cunning of the bicyclists’ and
horsists parliamentary lobby, and very soon his plan for
world domination was temporarily thwarted by the ‘manwith-the-red-flag’ rule, which the bicyclists had persuaded
parliament to introduce and which said that a car had to be
preceded by a man walking with a red flag, and that anyone
driving a ‘car’ at more than 4mph would get the equivalent
of points on his, by then Edwardian, driving licence.
However, as is the way of things, common sense (with a
good bit of help from World War I), prevailed and it wasn’t
long before people saw that getting from A to B quickly
with a roof over their heads, was a jolly sight better than
being a bicyclist. Riding a bicycle was slow, cold, wet, dirty
and hard work, and the payload was zero. The payload
thing was quite important and quickly got the attention of
the horse-and-cartists who could see that with a ‘lorry’ they
could carry more stuff, they could carry it further and they
could carry it faster. (This was when the term ‘no-brainer’
was thought to have first been used.) Sadly, all this common
sense activity was having a disastrous effect on a world
where hitherto the bicyclists and the ‘horsists’ had jointly
reigned unchallenged.
Fast forward about 100 years and we find that bicyclists,
as you’d expect, had virtually disappeared apart from a
little hard core of them who had survived against all the
odds, defying the steamroller of common sense and the
internal combustion engine, and who continued to ride
their outdated means of transport, which, apparently and
bafflingly, they obviously enjoyed. Yet, when it seemed
that their antediluvian way of life must surely and finally

They frolicked
unhindered on
such things as
‘boneshakers’….

get swallowed up by the ordinary comings and goings of
life in the 21st century, along came the great white-haired
hope, Boris the Bicyclist. Boris may have looked a bit of a
wobbler, but he was a bright-ish chap and, more important,
he was mayor of London. This gave him the power to turn
London into a great big cycle fun park, and this he did with
all speed, and people took up bicycling again and everyone
was very happy watching the bicyclists playing in their
special lanes while the rest of the population sat in in traffic
jams in cars, vans, buses and lorries smiling contentedly as
they watched the beautiful bicycle people saving the world
and virtue-signalling nineteen to the dozen in the safety of
their special zones. And it didn’t end there – Boris became
Prime Minister and began to plan ways to turn the whole
country into a lovely big bicycle park. And the bicyclists
rejoiced and some fitted electricity to their bicycles. The
rest of us weren’t so sure about this because one of the
things that we quickly learnt about these odd people was
that as no one had ever taught them how to ride a bicycle
properly they weren’t very good at it, and they kept getting
themselves hurt and even killed by frequently being in the
wrong place at the wrong time. But this, we were told, was
not their fault. This was entirely the fault of naughty people
in cars and lorries; particularly in lorries.
In order for St Boris of the Blesséd Bicycle to create his
countrywide cycle Nirvana he obviously had to get rid
of all the nasty cars and particularly those dreadfully
inconvenient lorries that insist on turning left when
bicyclists want to go straight on. It was obvious that he
couldn’t just ban everything except bicycles, that would
have been too blatant; he needed a more subtle plan, and
what he decided to do was to make it almost impossible
for any of us to drive a motor vehicle more than a few yards
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A beautiful green, sunny land where bicyclists roamed free

without getting so many points on our licences that we’d
all be disqualified inside a week. Thus, we, ourselves, would
rid the country of vehicles by a form of self-harming. So,
with the help of that mighty transport brain that is Grant
Shapps, our esteemed Secretary of State for Transport,
and in cahoots with Baroness Vere of Norbiton, who is
Grant’s ‘transport’ voice in the House of Lords, a cunning
plan was hatched called the ‘Hierarchy of Road Users’, and
this ground-breaking, but ultimately dangerous, plan will
now actually become law this autumn, so hang on to your
licence and watch out!

invited views and comments from people who plainly
know a bit about road safety. This included people like the
AA, the IAM, the Road Haulage Association, police forces,
various individuals, the KAMG – the list is endless because
everyone, including three of my four chickens, clearly know
a lot more about road safety than the DfT and Cycling UK,
and they had wise and experienced opinions to express.
Thus, the AA, the IAM, the RHA, the KAMG, some police
forces, RoSPA and many more were duped into making
considered submissions to the DfT pointing out the dangers
inherent in the scheme and suggesting improvements that
would help it achieve its stated objectives of making the
roads safer for cyclists and pedestrians. These suggestions,
contrary to the belief, it seems, of most cyclists, were not
made in order to ‘get at’ them, they were made in order
to help the DfT’s proposals actually achieve their aim of
making the cycling environment better and safer.

The plan is very simple, and to save you reading it I can tell
you that it says, in effect, that if you’re not riding a bicycle
most things are going to be your fault and you are guilty.
The draft of this plan of so-called ‘proposals’ for changes to
the Highway Code was quietly issued by the Department
for Transport (DfT) in March 2020. The use of the word
‘proposals’ led us to believe that they were only suggestions
and could, therefore, be modified and improved where
necessary. Of course, we should all have known that the
word ‘proposals’ was rowlocks. We should have known that
from the moment the first words hit the first computer
screen of the first know-nothing civil servant, over a year
ago, those so-called ‘proposals’ were always going to
become law without so much as a syllable of change. And
that is exactly how things have turned out.
In drafting the ‘proposals’ in the first place, the DfT spoke only
to cyclists’ organisations, notably Cycling UK, and pedestrian
bodies who, not surprisingly think that all those who drive
anything with an engine are complete bastards who spend
their whole lives hell-bent on killing and injuring cyclists
and pedestrians. Naturally, the so-called ‘proposals’, when
published, reflected this subjective, biased and prejudiced
point of view. Cyclists meanwhile, are seen in the so-called
‘proposals’, as being healthy, planet-saving saints who are
prevented from doing what they want to do because the rest
of the world has the temerity to get in their way.
Never mind. Idiotic, dangerous and biased though the
‘proposals’ were, there seemed to be a faint possibility
that we could amend them, because the noble baroness
24
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… various other harmless contraptions

Worse, the lives of many people,
particularly those driving large
goods vehicles and buses in urban
streets, will become a great deal
more difficult when the ‘Hierarchy
of Road Users’ becomes law, and
more important, the environment
for the cyclists and pedestrians that
it is designed to protect, will actually
become much less safe.
One of the most contentious parts
of the ‘Hierarchy of Road Users’ is the
fact that by giving cyclists priority
where they have not before had it, will
encourage them to undertake vehicles
even if those vehicles are signalling
to turn left. This is obviously very
dangerous, and it’s not a new problem.
Coincidentally, while photographing
an old magazine for the ‘Good Old
Days’ article on page (20), I read the
following letter, written to The Motor
Cycle 62 years ago. The main offenders
today, but by no means the only
offenders, are cyclists, who, under the
new rules, will have priority over the
vehicle they undertake. How stupid is
that?

Some cyclists themselves recognise the dangers as the following letter shows. It
is simply an example of many similar ones I found on the internet.
NF
I’m a cyclist. I also cycle to work nearly every day. At work I get into an 18 ton
truck. I’m always very careful with cyclists as I know what it’s like to be on the
receiving end. Unfortunately, there are a large proportion of cyclists who don’t
seem to care about their own safety, sometimes it seems just to make a point.
There are probably an equal proportion of idiot truck drivers, but please don’t
undertake trucks. We can’t see you (we might not even feel it when you go
under a wheel) and it’s just not worth it.

Those submissions had to be made by mid-July last year,
and as far as I have been able to determine, by reading
such submissions as have been published on-line, all of
the organisations that might know something about the
subject seem to have similar objections to, and concerns
about, the ‘Hierarchy of Road Users’. They are all very
concerned that these ‘proposed’ changes to The Highway
Code that have the stated aim of making roads safer
for cyclists and pedestrians, are going to have the very
opposite effect; they are actually going to make things
worse for cyclists and pedestrians. And since there seems
to be some agreement between these organisations,
all of whom can justly claim to know vastly more about
road safety than Boris, Grant and the Baroness, all three
of whom are newcomers to the subject, you would think
that those three would take note, wouldn’t you? But no.
We learned last week (w/e July 30th), exactly one year
after the last submissions were made to the DfT, a year
in which we imagined they really were considering the
words of those who might have a cogent point of view,
that the ‘proposals’ were not genuine proposals at all; no,
they had already been proposed, seconded and were law
in the minds of the DfT from the very moment when they
were first typed, 16 months ago. Asking the rest of us for
any comments and amendments, was simply a charade.
We have all been hoodwinked and treated with disdain.
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Highway Code quiz
Question 1:

Question 4:

If you see this sign, what should you
expect to see very shortly?

Why is there a gap in this roundabout
sign at the 4 o’clock position? Is it
(a) because the roundabout is blocked
or closed after the fourth exit and
it is not possible to go all the way
round
(b) is it because the roundabout goes
into a short tunnel or under a
pedestrian bridge at this point
(c) is it to ‘instruct/tell/help’ people to
drive clockwise
(d) is it to indicate that a new exit is
being constructed and you need to
be careful?

Question 2:

Question 6:
Is this sign an indication of
(a) a speed limit
(b) a gross weight limit in tonnes
(c) the remaining distance in metres
to an unspecified but hidden
temporary obstacle?

Not quite all vehicles are prohibited
here; there is one exception. Is the
permitted vehicle
(a) an agricultural tractor
(b) a horse drawn cart/carriage
(c) an electric mobility chair
(d) a bicycle?

Question 7:
Question 3:
When you see this sign
(a) must you always stop
(b) can you carry on without stopping
if the road is obviously clear
(c) can you just slow down providing
you give way to traffic on the major
road?

26
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Question 5:
What is a ‘Quiet Lane’?
(a) is it a road in which you must not
sound your horn
(b) is it a lane reserved for electric
vehicles
(c) is it a road with a curfew that is
closed to traffic after certain stated
hours
(d) is it a road where there might
be children playing or other
pedestrian activities?

Does the diamond sign above apply to
(a) lorry drivers only
(b) to taxi drivers
(c) to bus drivers
(d) to tram drivers
(e) to all public transport vehicles
(f) to all drivers/riders?

Question 8:
Why don’t all cyclists wear some sort of
high-vis jacket/harness/helmet?

Answers on page 29.
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KAMG Training Activity

Highway Code Quiz Answers

It is very easy to forget, as we dash
about on Mr Riches’ Pork Pie runs and
on trips to Scotland and Yorkshire
and Norway and the Black Forest,
that the KAMG, despite its strong
social ethos and its wide range of
activities in non-Covid times, is first
and foremost a road safety charity
whose central role is to train people
to reach an advanced standard of
riding, as defined by the Institute of
Advanced Motorists. It’s also very
important to remember that the
KAMG was the pioneering advanced

Q1: You should expect a level crossing. This is the

riding group in the country and was
the very first motorcycle-only club to
be affiliated to the IAM. What’s more
it was, through our President, Terry
Friday, that the KAMG, over 40 years
ago, originally helped to define the
standard that an ‘advanced’ rider must
achieve. Since then, KAMG has trained
well over 3000 riders to advanced
standard.
It is all too easy for those of us, like
me, I admit, who are not observers
and who are not directly involved in

the day-to-day training programme,
to treat the group just as a ‘club’ and
to lose sight of its core activity, and
that is why in each future issue of the
magazine there will be an update of
the training activity that has taken
place so that we can all see that while
we are all tooling about socialising,
a lot of training is going on too.
And it didn’t stop during the Covid
restrictions, other than during the
lockdowns: IDCAMs were Zoomed
and observed rides took place behind
masks.
In fact, since observed rides resumed
on 12th April, and up to July 31st
(110days), KAMG observers performed
232 observed rides (see table), and you
will see that observed rides are going
on throughout the week, although
Saturday is the most popular day.
There were:

first of three countdown signs warning that you are
approaching a hidden level crossing.

Q2: (c) only bicycles may go beyond this point and

You must be cautious and expect pedestrians and
other slow-moving users. The aim of ‘Quiet Lanes’
is to maintain the character of minor rural roads by
containing traffic growth in rural areas.

they must be pushed not ridden.

Q6: (a) it is a speed limit.

Q3: (a) You must always stop.

Q5: (d) ‘Quiet Lanes’ are minor rural roads or networks

Q7: (d) It applies to tram drivers, but even if you are
not a tram driver, you should still take notice if you
see a diamond-shaped traffic sign, and you should
be prepared to give way if you see a diamondshaped traffic sign, especially if you also see tram area
markings. Tram area markings may indicate an area that
trams have the right to move through and you do not.

of minor rural roads appropriate for shared use by
walkers, cyclists, horse riders and other vehicles.

Q8: There is no sensible answer to this question.

Q4: All roundabout signs have a gap after the last
exit. The idea is to indicate that you must drive round
in a clockwise direction.

182 observed rides with 62
different associates.
15 observed rides with 8 green
badge holders who were either
checking that they were still riding
at an ‘advanced’ level or were
developing their skills with the aim
of obtaining a higher qualification.
35 observed rides were conducted
to train new observers and to
perform the annual check rides
that existing observers must
undertake in order to maintain
their high standards of observing.
And at the first Machine Control
Day that Jim Pullum has been able
to run for yonks, which took place
on 31st of July, there were 44 riders.
That’s what KAMG does, and I think
that is a very impressive set of figures.
NF
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IDCAM

introductory day course
in advanced motorcyclinG

machine control day

The next Machine Control Day, and the last one
for this year, is on Saturday September 11th.
Log on to Tracker and register now, or contact
Jim Pullum on the email below

mcd@kamg.org.uk
Held at:

Car Park B, Ebbsfleet Station
International Way
Gravesend, Kent DA10 1EB
September 11th

LAST CHANCE THIS YEAR

contact page
PRESIDENT

CHAIrMAN

0844 585 7786

0844 585 7798
chairman@kamg.org.uk

GROUP Secretary

Chief
Observer

Terry Friday

Joe Mair

Non-KAMG members will be
asked for a small fee of £10.00
contributing to the running costs.
Arrival time: 08:45 for 09:00 start
Finish Time: approx 13:00 Hrs

0844 585 7789
group-secretary@kamg.org.uk

Treasurer
Paul Jessop

0844 802 7093
paul.jessop@fil.com

The revised style IDCAM has been running for some
months now. Attendees book in at 8.45am and have
their documents and bikes checked over. A short
classroom presentation about KAMG and Advanced
Motorcycling commences at about 9.00am. An
assessed ride follows with a short debrief before a
coffee break. A classroom session about the System of
Motorcycle Control takes us to lunch time. We also fit
in a Highway Code quiz and the POWDDERSS check of
a motorcycle, so it’s quite a busy morning. After lunch,
attendees go out for a second assessed ride with an
Observer, finishing at a mutually agreed location.

Machine
Control Day
Jim Pullum

0844 585 7783
mcd@kamg.org.uk

Group Nights
Simon Adamson

0844 585 7793
groupnights@kamg.org.uk

If you would like to attend as an Associate contact
associates@kamg.org.uk. Observers should confirm
their willingness to help by registering on Tracker
and they will kept informed about the needs for any
particular session.
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regalia@kamg.org.uk
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runleader@kamg.org.uk

Committee
Member
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Paul Aspinall

07899 898744
sujon.mg@virgin.net

0844 802 7094
aspinall456@btinternet.com

0844 585 7785
publicity@kamg.org.uk

IAM technical
advisor

Committee
Member
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Member
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cunder7678@virginmedia.com
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Colin Underwood
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ONLINE VIRTUAL
SHOWROOM.
YOU CAN NOW BROWSE AND RESERVE YOUR PERFECT
APPROVED USED BMW BIKE ONLINE FOR JUST £99.
VISIT: VINESGROUP.CO.UK/BMW-MOTORRAD/USED-BIKES
Your deposit will be adjusted from the price of the
vehicle if you wish to complete your transaction.

VINES OF GUILDFORD MOTORRAD

21 Moorﬁeld Road, Slyﬁeld Industrial Estate
Guildford, Surrey, GU1 1RD
01483 207000
WWW.VINESGROUP.CO.UK/BMW-MOTORRAD

@VinesBMWBikes

